
The Trillionth Customer: A Chance Encounter with Fortune

Commander Lvorth'kala'myr, better known by his core name Orthala, of the Taldryan Navy did
not embrace chaos or uncertainty. His life was dictated by rigid discipline, iron-clad duty, and
the controlled environment of a starship bridge. But as the thunderous fanfare erupted around
him, and a rain of confetti transformed the ordinary into a carnival, Orthala found himself in the
throes of uncharted territory.

He had stepped onto the landing platform of Nar Shaddaa, the Smuggler's Moon, for what was
supposed to be a straightforward assignment—nothing that would have led him to the striking
spectacle of the Big Wiggly Fantastic Casino. But the universe had different plans. Amidst the
uproar of music and flashing lights, a glitzy droid whirred up to him, excitedly declaring him the
one hundred trillionth customer. The reward? Unfettered access to the casino's most exclusive
offerings.

Unplanned as it was, Orthala saw an opportunity. He had always believed in understanding the
heart of culture to strategize effectively. What better way to delve into the unruly soul of Nar
Shaddaa than by living a day in the life of its most decadent side?

The casino floor was a whirlwind of color and sound, each gaming table a battleground of wits
and luck. His military mind thrived amidst the apparent chaos. He started with the more
straightforward slot machines, where he quickly gained a small fortune. But it was at the
sabacc table where he truly shone. His calculating gaze, usually scanning star charts, was now
reading fellow players and calling bluffs. His strategic skills earned him a heaping pile of casino
coins and a round of begrudging applause from the onlookers.

Victorious on the casino floor, Orthala ascended to his reward suite. The penthouse was
grander than any quarters he'd had, outfitted with luxury that would rival a Hutt's lair. He
sprawled on the Emperor-sized bed, contrasting to his usual spartan bunk, and scanned the
dizzying array of channels on the holo screen. Room service served him the finest food and
drink from a dozen worlds—a far cry from the usual military rations.

Orthala ventured out to explore the other offerings with the evening still young. The Hutt-Putt
golf course piqued his curiosity. The intricacies of navigating the miniature maze-like courses
intrigued him, finding it a refreshing change from steering warships and plotting hyperdrives.

Next was the spa, a facility that offered various exotic treatments. Orthala chose a therapeutic
massage, allowing the professional masseuse to knead away the strain of his typically
high-stress lifestyle.

As night fell over Nar Shaddaa, Orthala found himself before the live stage where the best
cantina bands were performing. Their music, loud and spirited, coursed through the crowd. For



a man of a strict regimen like Orthala, this experience was like uncharted space—unfamiliar, a
little chaotic, but undeniably exciting.

As he turned in for the night, the Chiss Commander had to admit that this unexpected turn of
events had been enjoyable. He gained valuable insights into Nar Shaddaa's society. This would
serve him well in understanding the chaotic pulse of the galaxy's underworld. Commander
Orthala found enjoyment and knowledge.


